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TranslateIt! participates in TheMacBundle
Published on 01/27/10
TranslateIt! Team announced today it will be participating in TheMacBundles' January
bundle with the inclusion of its popular multilingual dictionary for Mac OS X.
TranslateIt! for Mac is a multilingual dictionary that allows you to look up words on the
fly. Just hover the pointer over an unfamiliar word and you will see its translation in a
pop-up window. Translation methods include from the clipboard, drag-and-drop translation,
manual input of queries in the main window, and more.
New York, NY - TranslateIt! Team today is pleased to announce it will be participating in
TheMacBundles' January bundle with the inclusion of its popular multilingual dictionary
f
you to look up words on the fly!
Just hover the pointer over an unfamiliar word in any Application and you will see its
translation in a pop-up window instantly. TheMacBundles' January bundle will also feature
many other great Mac applications. This is your chance to get TranslateIt! for Mac and
other apps for a very low price!
Main features of TranslateIt!:
* Translate words in any applications by just moving the pointer over them
* Full text translation
* Support for most widely known online dictionary/translation services
* Lots of free dictionaries
* Translation Methods: translation from clipboard, drag-and-drop translation, manual input
of queries in the main window, double-click translation of words in dictionary entries
displayed in the main window
* Morphology support
* Built-in utility for easy creation of custom dictionaries
* Words Quiz (a game for easy learning of new words)
* Multilingual user interface
Pricing and Availability
TheMacBundles' January bundle is $49.95 (USD) and available from TheMacBundles online
today.
TranslateIt!:
http://www.themacbundles.com/translateit/translateit.php
Download:
http://www.mac.gettranslateit.com/products/deluxe/TranslateIt!WithAddons.zip
Purchase:
http://www.mac.gettranslateit.com/buy.shtml
Screenshot:
http://www.mac.gettranslateit.com/images/rotation/pointer.png
App Icon:
http://www.mac.gettranslateit.com/images/icon.png

Founded in 2002, TranslateIt! Team is a dynamically expanding software development
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company, focused on producing language software for home and corporate users. We build our
success on the talent and experience of our developers and ideas of our clients who
inspire and guide our work in bringing to life powerful capabilities and innovative
software tools.
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